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The R-polynomial is defined for two ele-
ments in an arbitrary Coxeter group. These
polynomials are intimately related to Kazhdan-
Lusztig polynomials introduced by Kazhdan and
Lusztig in 1979 ([4]). For example, it is well
known that

q -x,w E Rx,y(q)P,,w(q)
xyw

where Pz,w(q) (resp. Rz,w(q)) is the Kazhdan-
Lusztig polynomial (resp. the R-polynomial).

In [2], F. Brenti found a decomposition for-
mula of R-polynomials for symmetric groups and
he showed that products of R-polynomials for
symmetric groups are also R-polynomials for
symmetric groups. The purpose of this article is
to find a decomposition formula of R-polynomials
and Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for arbitrary
Coxeter groups in extension of Brenti’s result.

First, we recall the definition of the Bruhat
order and R-polynomials. Throughout this arti-
cle, (W, S) is an arbitrary Coxeter system,
where S denotes a privileged set of involutions in
W. The standard references are [1] and [3] for
the Bruhat order and R-polynomials.

Definition (Bruhat order). We put T :=
{wsw-X; s S, w W}. For y, z W, we
denote y <’z if and only if there exists an ele-
ment t of T such that l(tz)< l(z)and y= tz,
where is the length function. Then the Bruhat
order denoted by --< is defined as follows. For x,
w W, x <_ w if and only if there exists a sequ-
ence Xo, xx ,xr in Wsuch that x= Xo <’xx
" " X W.

The following is well known. For w W, let

sis2 s,, be a reduced expression of w, i.e. w

sxs2"" sin, si S for all e tin] (:= {1,2,...,
m}) and l(w) m. For x W,x-< w if and
only if there exists a sequence of natural num-
bers ix, i such that 1 < i < i <
< i m and x SilS..’" s,. This expression
of x is not reduced in general, i.e. it may happen
that l(x) < t. However it is known that one can

find a sequence of natural numbers Jl, Ja,-..,Jk
such that 1 <-- j, < j,. < < j <-- m, x- sy,s

sj, and l(x) k.
Also, the following decomposition called the

coset decomposition is well known. Let J be a

subset of S. We put W] "= subgroup of W gener-

ated by J and W]’= {y W;l(yz) l(y) +
l(z) for any z Wy}. Then, for w W, there
uniquely exist w

y Wy
and wy W] such that

w wYwy, whence follows:
Lemma A. Let y, z W. If G(y) (? G(z), where G(y) {s S;s <_ y}, then we

have l(yz) l(y) at- l(z).
R-polynomials are defined as follows:
Definition-Proposition (R-polynomial). (W)

is the Hecke algebra associated to W. That is,
-1(W) is the free Z[q, q ]-module having the set

{T; w W} as a basis with the multiplication

such that

Ts f t(ws) > t(w),
TT qTs + (q 1) Tw if l(ws) < l(w)

for all w W and s S. For w W, there exists

a unique family of polynomials {R,,(q) },_<w c
Z[q] satisfying

(Tw_l) -1 -l,w, l,w,-l,x,
q : (-- 1) Rx,(q) Tx.

x_w

We put Rx.w(q) 0 if x w for convenience.

Rx.(q) is called the R-polynomial for x, w W.
By using R-polynomials, we can define

Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials as follows"
Definition-Proposition (Kazhdan-Lusztig po-

lynomial). There exists a unique family of polyno-
mials {Px,w(q) x,ww c Z[q] satisfying the follow-
ing condilions:

(i) Px,(q) 0 if x V. w,
(ii) Px,x(q) 1,

1
(iii) deg Px,(q) <- - (l(w) l(x) 1) if x < w,

(iv) q -x x<<_wRxa(q)P,w(q) if
x<_w.
Px.w(q) is called the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial
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forx, w W.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem A. Let x1,x., wi, w. W with xl

g w and x <-- w2. If G(w1) f’l G(w) , then
we have
(i) Rxl,w (q) Rx2,w (q) Rx,z.,w2 (q)
(ii) Px,,wx (q) Px,w (q) Pxxz,wiwz (q).

Proof (i) Let ss sr (resp. sr+lSr+
s) be a reduced expression of w (resp. w). Note
that ss"’s is a reduced expression of ww
by Lemma A. So, by the definition of R-
polynomials and the fact that (T(w)-)-=
(T-)-(T-)-, we have

(-- 1)(w)-(x) (q) T"X,WlW X
XWlW

E (-- 1)
x wx

Rxi, (q) Txix w

E (-- 1)
X Wl,X < W Rx;, (q) R4,(q)

We suppose that there exist x g w and x g w2
such that Txx2 =Txlxi. Then, we have xx2-
x’x.We put J "= SG(w)and then we can
easily check that x, x W and x2, x W].
Hence, by the uniqueness of the coset decomposi-
tion, we see that x =x and x=x2. So, the
coefficient of Txx2 in the right hand side is equal

to ( 1) Rx,(q)Rx2,(q). Hence, it
turns out that

Rx,, (q)Rx, (q) Rxx,,(q)
(ii) We will show (ii) by induction on l(wiw2)
l(xx). In case l(ww)- l(xxz)= 0, then we

see that xx WlW, x w and xe we. So,
we have Px, (q) Px,(q) 1 Pxx,(q). We
suppose that (ii) is correct up to the case where
l(ww2) l(XlX2) k-- l (k 1) and we will
show (ii) in case l(wiw2)- l(xx)= k. By
Definition-Proposition (Kazhdan-Lusztig polyno-
mial)-(iv) and our inductive hypothesis, we have

l(ww2)-l(xxz)P ()XlX2,WlW

Z Rxix2,u(q)Pu,ww2(q)
xx y ww

E Rx,(q)P,x(q)
Xl Yl Wl,X2 Y2 W2

E Rxx.. (q) Rx.(q)
Xl<Y Wl,Xz<Y W

PI. (q)P...(q) + Pxlx..l.(q)
+ E Rx,,, (q)P,, (q) Px,,, (q)
x<yx w

+ E Rx2.,2 (q) Pxl...,x (q) P,.,,o2 (q)
XZ<y <: W

Px.(q)P.2(q) + Pxx.(q).
Hence, we have

xx,,,xq/ Pxx,,,(q)

q P, Px,
Px.(q)P2.2(q)

1
Note that degPx,.(q) g (l(WlW2) l(XlX2)

1
1) and degPxl.(q) + degPx.2(q) g g (l(WlW2)

l(xx2) 1). It follows that

Pxx,,(q) Px, (q) Px,,,(q).
Thus we have shown (ii) by induction.

By Theorem A. we can easily obtain the fol-
lowing.

Corollary A. Let S, $2,..., Sk be subsets of
S satisfying S S= for all ij in [k].
Then, we have

R(W)R(W) R(W) c R(,
P(Ws)P(Ws) P(Ws) c P(,

where R(G) (resp. P(G)) is the set of R-polyno-
mials (resp. Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials) for a

Coxeter group G.
For example, let W(A), W(B) and W(D)

be Weyl groups of type A, B and Dr respec-
tively, then we have

R(W(A.))R(W(A)) c R(W(An+)),
P(W(A.))P(W(A)) c P(W(A.+)),
R(W(A.))R(W(B)) c R(W(B.+)),
P(W(A.))P(W(B)) c P(W(B.+)),
R(W(A.))R(W(D)) c R(W(D.+)),
P(W(A.))P(W(D)) P(W(D.+)).
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